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Credit Ratings and Acquisitions
Abstract

There is a curvilinear relation between credit ratings and acquisitions. Non-investment grade firms
make more acquisitions as their ratings improve, consistent with the relaxation of financial
constraints. However, this pattern reverses for investment grade firms, supporting the view that
such firms want to preserve their rating and are concerned about acquisition-related downgrades.
Abnormal returns first decrease and then increase as ratings improve. In support of these findings,
acquisitions have a negative impact on future ratings only for highly-rated firms. These results
indicate that the level of a firm’s credit rating has a significant impact on the acquisition process.

1.

Introduction
Credit rating agencies play an important role in global markets by evaluating the credit quality

of debt issuers and reducing the information asymmetry between firms and investors, thereby
allowing rated firms to access the public debt markets more easily. In fact, the lack of a rating is
employed in a number of articles as a proxy for financial constraints (see, for example, Whited,
1992; Almeida et al., 2004; Faulkender and Petersen, 2006; Denis and Sibilkov, 2010). In support
of this view, Harford and Uysal (2014) show that being rated indeed relaxes financing constraints
and has a positive effect on the likelihood of making acquisitions. 1
Even among rated firms, however, there are several channels through which the rating level
could influence acquisition behavior and associated returns, but these channels have not been
studied in the literature. In this paper, we remedy this deficiency by conducting an in-depth
investigation of the role of ratings in the acquisitions process. In particular, we examine whether
the level of a firm’s rating and previous rating changes affect acquisition activity and associated
stock returns; we also study the impact of acquisition activity on subsequent rating changes.
Understanding acquisition decisions and related wealth creation is of first order importance, given
the tremendous reallocation of resources in these transactions. For example, worldwide, firms spent
over $4 trillion on acquisitions during 2018. Moreover, given that ratings have a material impact
on the cost of debt, understanding how ratings are affected by acquisition decisions is also of
primary importance.
Ratings can exert both a positive and a negative influence on firms’ acquisition decisions. On
the one hand, as discussed above, rated firms are less likely to be capital constrained, providing
them with more flexibility to exhaust their investment opportunity set. Acquisitions are but one of
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See also Sufi (2009), who examines the introduction of syndicated bank loan ratings by Moody’s and S&P and finds
that rated firms increase debt, asset growth, and cash acquisitions.
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these potential investments. However, even if a firm has obtained a rating, differences in the level
of the rating are likely to also influence acquisition decisions. Firms with low, non-investmentgrade ratings are still likely to be capital constrained (see, for example, Campello et al., 2010),
preventing them from making all potential acquisitions. As ratings improve, constraints are likely
to relax and we expect these firms to engage in more acquisitions as a result. We call this argument
the financial constraints hypothesis.
On the other hand, firms may be reluctant to make acquisitions if such transactions lead to a
decline in their ratings when the actual or perceived cost associated with a ratings downgrade is
substantial. Work on acquisitions documents that leverage and the associated default risk increase,
on average, following acquisitions (see, for example, Bessembinder et al., 2009; Billett et al., 2004;
Furfine and Rosen, 2011), which is likely to put downward pressure on ratings. 2 This effect is
expected to be more acute at the top end of the investment grade ratings spectrum, because this is
where the rating migration probabilities and the likelihood of a downgrade are higher compared to
firms with low investment grade ratings (see Altman, 1998; Cornaggia, et al., 2017; Standard and
Poor’s, 2019). At lower ratings levels, on the other hand, leverage is already substantial and
acquisitions are therefore less likely to put pressure on ratings. For example, Standard and Poor’s
(2019) reports that during 1981-2018, over 9% of all AAA firms globally were downgraded to AA
within one year. For A-rated firms, the probability of a downgrade to BBB within one year is only
3.6%.
There are several reasons why firms and their managers may perceive a downgrade to be
costly. First, downgrades are associated with a negative stock price response (see, for example,
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According to a Standard and Poor’s (S&P) study by Arden and McGovern (2013), circa half of the U.S. companies
rated by S&P that had completed major acquisitions (transaction values of more than $5 billion) since 2000 had a lower
rating by 2013. Among the factors explaining the decrease in rating, the authors emphasize the overestimation of
synergies, failure in post-merger integration, and increase in leverage.
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Holthausen and Leftwich, 1986; Hand et al., 1992; and Henry et al., 2015) and negative subsequent
stock returns (see Dichev and Piotroski, 2001).
Second, higher ratings may improve contracting with customers and other parties, and open
up or improve access to the commercial paper market. Klapper et al. (2012), for example, show
that the most creditworthy buyers receive trade contracts with the longest maturities. 3 Acquisitions,
if associated with downgrades, could jeopardize these contracting relations.
Third, there could be direct costs associated with downgrades if bond contracts contain ratings
triggers that lead to increases in coupon payments following a downgrade (see, for example, Bhanot
and Mello, 2006; Kisgen, 2006; Manso et al., 2010; Kraft, 2015).
Fourth, rating agencies also serve as monitors, a role emphasized by Boot et al. (2006), among
others. As such, a firm’s rating may be perceived as a measure of managerial quality and a
downgrade interpreted as a signal that this quality has declined. More broadly, credit ratings could
affect a manager’s reputation both within the firm and in the managerial labor market.
Fifth, managers may derive utility from having a higher rating per se. Graham and Harvey
(2001) report that managers are particularly concerned about their credit rating when deciding on
the level of debt. This concern is even stronger for firms with investment grade ratings. While it
is not clear that the credit rating, by itself, should carry substantial weight in capital structure
decisions after controlling for all variables related to credit ratings, such as bankruptcy costs and
the volatility of earnings, Graham and Harvey (2001) find that it does.
Sixth, high ratings could also just be a reflection of overly conservative management willing
to forego acquisition opportunities, even if they are deemed value increasing because there is (too
much) downside risk. In fact, Standard and Poor’s recognizes this possibility when discussing their
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See Kisgen (2006) for a discussion of the relation between commercial paper access and credit ratings and Standard
and Poor’s (2008) for a discussion of other contracting benefits associated with higher ratings.
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ratings criteria. They argue that: “[…] managing for a very high rating can sometimes be
inconsistent with the company’s ultimate best interests, if it means being overly conservative and
forgoing opportunities” (Standard and Poor’s, 2008, p. 36). In sum, if a firm’s decision making is
aimed at maintaining the current rating − whatever the forces are that have led the firm to adopt that
particular rating as the preferred one − then firms may well refrain from taking any action that could
jeopardize their rating, and this effect is likely to be stronger for firms with higher ratings. As stated
above, the ratings of highly-rated firms are much more sensitive to changes in corporate policies
such as leverage and risk than the ratings of low-rated firms, which will put increased pressure on
the ratings of highly-rated firms that make acquisitions. In addition, Liu and Shivdasani (2018)
find that highly-rated firms have debt levels closer to downgrade thresholds compared to low-rated
firms, which implies that they have less flexibility to make acquisitions without being downgraded.
Moreover, as discussed above, the likelihood of being downgraded is much higher for firms with a
higher credit rating. These arguments imply that firms with higher ratings are expected to be less
acquisitive than firms with lower ratings.

We call this argument the managing for ratings

hypothesis. 4
Additionally, we expect both the financial constraints and managing for ratings hypotheses to
be more germane for cash-financed acquisitions than for stock-financed acquisitions. Financially
constrained firms still have the option to employ their shares as a form of payment even if they are
unable to raise additional debt, and stock financed acquisitions are less likely to put pressure on the
ratings of highly-rated firms.

4

Imagine two firms, firm X with a rating of AA+, and firm Y with a rating of BBB+. Both firms care equally about
their rating and do not want to take actions that increase the likelihood of a downgrade. Firm X has much less flexibility
in the types of assets it can add to the firm and the amount it can borrow while maintaining its rating than firm Y,
because ratings are more sensitive to risk changes for higher-rated firms and because the added risk of the acquired
assets is less likely to increase the overall risk of firm Y compared to firm X. As a result, under the managing for rating
hypothesis, firm X is expected to be less acquisitive than firm Y.
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We investigate these arguments using a sample of 2,230 U.S. firms with a credit rating over
the period from 1989 to 2011 (20,488 firm-year observations) that conducted 4,772 acquisitions
from 1990 to 2012. We report several novel results on the role of ratings in the acquisition process
and the effect of acquisitions on subsequent ratings changes. The relation between credit ratings
and acquisitiveness that we uncover is curvilinear, where acquisition likelihood first increases and
then decreases as ratings improve. This pattern is broadly in line with the arguments made above.
On the one hand, at low levels of debt ratings, and consistent with the financial constraints
hypothesis, the likelihood of making an acquisition and the amount spent on acquisitions both
increase as debt ratings improve. The negative relation between acquisitiveness and ratings at
higher ratings levels, on the other hand, supports the managing for ratings argument. This argument
also implies that the downward pressure on credit ratings caused by acquisitions is more acute at
the top end of the ratings spectrum, thereby reducing the willingness of managers to take any action
that could adversely affect the firm’s rating.

An examination of rating changes following

acquisitions confirms that this is indeed the case: highly-rated firms are much more likely to be
downgraded after making acquisitions than low-rated acquiring firms or firms that do not make
acquisitions at all.
We conduct a variety of tests to ensure that our finding of a curvilinear relation between
acquisitiveness and ratings is robust and not due to omitted variable bias or reverse causality. In
particular, we add controls for a variety of firm and industry characteristics that have been found in
prior work to affect a firm’s propensity to acquire without affecting our findings. Controlling for
prior acquisitiveness and governance also leaves our findings unaffected. We further show that our
results hold after lagging ratings by one year, thereby attenuating concerns about reverse causality,
and when including firm random effects. Our results persist after we control for the firm’s predicted
rating based on ratings models employed in the extant literature, which indicates that it is the firm’s
5

rating itself that affects acquisitions and not omitted variables that are correlated with the rating.
Finally, we conduct specification tests suggested by Oster (2019) to rule out the possibility that our
results are due to omitted variable bias.
To explore our interpretation of these results in more detail, we conduct several additional
tests. First, we show that our findings are mainly driven by cash-financed acquisitions, which
indicates that financial constraints and concerns about ratings downgrades matter less for stockfinanced transactions. For cash acquisitions, we also find that firms at the cusp of the investment
grade ratings (firms rated BB+ and BBB−) reduce acquisitions. The increase in the cost of debt is
particularly severe for firms that move into non-investment grade territory, even if the firm’s
fundamentals do not change (Chen et al., 2014), such that firms do not want to take actions that
increase the likelihood of a downgrade (BBB– firms) or decrease the possibility of an upgrade (BB+
firms).
Second, we show that lagged rating actions also affect acquisition decisions. Prior research
documents momentum in ratings, such that a downgrade tends to be followed by another one (see,
for example, Altman and Kao, 1992; Lando and Skødeberg, 2002). Firms take this phenomenon
into account and adjust their acquisitions downwards if they have recently been downgraded.
Moreover, consistent with the managing for ratings argument, firms that have recently been
downgraded have likely moved away from their target rating and their decisions are aimed at
restoring their rating to their preferred level. This result is in line with Kisgen’s (2009) finding that
firms reduce leverage after being downgraded. The effect of past upgrades on acquisitions is
insignificant. Importantly, the impact of ratings itself remains unchanged after controlling for
lagged rating actions.
Third, we study whether the stock price response associated with acquisition announcements
is consistent with the curvilinear relation between acquisitions and ratings and find this to be the
6

case. The pattern of abnormal returns follows the mirror image of the pattern of acquisitiveness.
Starting from the lowest rating levels, acquirer returns first decrease as ratings improve, suggesting
that increases in ratings allow firms to further exhaust their acquisition opportunity set. As
acquisitiveness declines in the investment grade range, however, the associated announcement
returns increase, consistent with firms pursuing only their highest NPV projects.
Fourth, we explore whether mergers indeed put pressure on debt ratings. We start by
documenting that highly-rated firms are more likely to be downgraded after making acquisitions
than otherwise, consistent with their reluctance to make acquisitions (i.e., the managing for ratings
hypothesis). For firms with low ratings, on the other hand, the results are reversed: acquisitions are
less likely to be associated with future downgrades. The impact of acquisitions on subsequent rating
changes is mainly driven by cash-funded acquisitions. Firms that use their equity to finance their
acquisitions are as likely to experience ratings downgrades as firms that do not make acquisitions
at all. The increased likelihood of being downgraded after an acquisition for highly-rated firms
explains why they are much more reluctant to make acquisitions in the first place.
Our paper adds to the growing literature showing the real effects of ratings on corporate
decisions. Kisgen (2006, 2009), Jung et al. (2013), Alissa et al. (2013) and Begley (2015) all
demonstrate that firms are concerned about their credit rating levels and adjust their corporate
policies to attain or maintain specific rating targets. In general, these papers focus on firms that are
close to an upgrade or a downgrade and show that such firms adjust capital structure, accounting
practices, R&D, and Selling, General, and Administrative expenses to obtain an upgrade or avoid a
downgrade. The results in these papers generally hold for all firms across the ratings spectrum; for
example, AA firms close to a downgrade behave similarly to BBB firms close to a downgrade. Our
findings illustrate a fundamentally different impact of ratings on acquisition decisions, which
depends on where the firm is in the ratings spectrum. While the underlying mechanism (at least for
7

investment grade firms) is the same as the one highlighted in earlier work, i.e., firms are worried
about being downgraded, the consequences depend on the firm’s current rating, such that firms with
higher investment grade ratings are less acquisitive than firms with lower investment grade ratings.
The AA firms mentioned in the above example are thus much less likely to make acquisitions
compared to the BBB firms. Documenting these differences in behavior across the ratings spectrum
is one of the contributions of this paper. 5
At the lower end of the rating scale, our evidence is also related to the literature that
investigates how credit supply frictions affect corporate investment (see, for example, Leary, 2009;
Lemmon and Roberts, 2010; Chernenko and Sunderam, 2012; Becker and Ivashina, 2014; and
Harford and Uysal, 2014). Closest to our work is Harford and Uysal (2014), who compare the
acquisition behavior of rated versus unrated firms. They find that rated firms are more likely to
make acquisitions, and the announcement returns, while positive, are lower than those of unrated
acquiring firms; these results indicate that rated firms can further deplete their investment
opportunities compared to unrated firms. Our evidence suggests that even within the subset of rated
firms, there is still considerable cross-sectional variation in acquisition behavior, and a substantial
fraction of this behavior cannot be explained by financial constraint arguments. In addition, we
also study how acquisitions affect subsequent downgrades.
Our work also provides additional evidence on the monitoring role of credit rating agencies
(see Boot et al., 2006) and the determinants of ratings by showing that merger activity has a negative
influence on ratings for firms with the highest ratings and a positive influence on firms with the
lowest ratings.

5

For theoretical work on firms’ investment responses to ratings, see Manso (2013) and Goldstein and Huang (2020).
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Finally, this paper makes a contribution to the literature on the factors that affect mergers and
acquisitions (M&A) by uncovering a new factor that has an independent influence on firm
acquisition decisions.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes our sample selection
procedure and presents summary statistics. Section 3 is devoted to the empirical analyses of the
impact of rating levels on firm acquisitiveness and associated stock returns. Section 4 reports results
on the effect of acquisitions on the acquirer’s future credit rating. Finally, Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2.

Sample Description
We start with all U.S. listed firms covered by Compustat that have a Standard and Poor’s

credit rating available in any given year over the period 1989 to 2011. Following previous studies
(see, for example, Hovakimian et al., 2001; Harford and Uysal, 2014), we exclude financial firms
(SIC codes 6000-6999) and regulated utilities (SIC codes 4900-4999) from our sample. Firms with
a rating of D (default) or SD (selective default) are also excluded from our analysis as in Alissa et
al. (2013) and Alp (2013). Our sample includes 2,230 unique firms for a total of 20,488 firm/year
observations.
For each firm in the sample, we obtain all the completed transactions listed in the Thomson
Financial SDC Mergers and Acquisitions Database as a merger, acquisition of majority interest,
asset acquisition or acquisition of certain assets over the period 1990 to 2012. Thus, while the
acquirers in our sample are public firms, the targets can be public, private, or subsidiaries of other
firms. There is a one-year lag between the sample period of the credit rating sample and the M&A
sample because we relate acquisition activity in a specific year to the firm’s credit rating at the end
of the previous year. We also require deals to have a non-missing transaction value. To focus on
9

control transactions and to exclude acquisitions of a partial or remaining interest in the target, we
require that the acquirer owns less than 50% of target shares before the announcement and seeks to
own more than 90% after the acquisition is completed. Furthermore, to make sure that the sample
includes only meaningful transactions from the acquirer’s perspective, we limit the sample to deals
with transaction values over $1 million and in excess of 1% of the market value of the acquirer’s
equity at the end of the month before the acquisition is announced. 6 Applying these restrictions
yields a sample of 4,772 acquisitions. These transactions are conducted by 1,226 of the 2,230 rated
firms in our sample. The remaining 1,004 firms do not make any meaningful acquisitions over the
sample period.
Table 1 provides an overview of the sample; each firm-year is one observation. The majority
of the firms in our sample have a rating between BB– and BBB+ (54%), 23% of the firms have a
rating between A– and AA+, 22% below BB–, and only 1.6% of our sample firms have a AAA
rating. Almost half of the firms in the sample do not attain an investment grade rating (BBB− or
above). This rating distribution is consistent with the prior literature (see, for example, Alissa et
al., 2013 and Baghai et al., 2014). Average firm size, measured as the book value of total assets in
constant 2000 dollars, declines as ratings worsen up to the B+ category after which there is a small
increase. Column (4) reports on the number of acquisitions made by the firms and column (5)
presents the average size of the deals in constant 2000 dollars. Firms with the highest and lowest
ratings appear to be the least acquisitive, but the AAA companies stand out in terms of the average
size of their acquisitions. This is not surprising, given that they are much bigger than the other
firms.

6

Our findings are similar when we limit the sample to transactions that exceed 5% or 10% of the market value of the
acquirer.
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Of particular interest for our analyses are the measures of acquisition likelihood and
acquisition intensity displayed in columns (6) and (7). Acquisition likelihood is a dummy variable
set equal to one if a particular firm makes at least one acquisition in a given year, and zero otherwise,
while acquisition intensity is set equal to the sum of the value of all acquisitions made during a
particular year, scaled by the book value of assets at the end of the previous year. We winsorize
acquisition intensity at its 99th percentile to remove the influence of extreme observations. Eighteen
percent of the firms in our sample make at least one acquisition during a year, amounting to 2.92%
of book assets. Note that both acquisition likelihood and intensity show an interesting curvilinear
pattern, where firms make more acquisitions as ratings decline up to a certain point, after which a
further drop in ratings is associated with fewer acquisitions. For example, the chance that an AAA
firm makes an acquisition is only 10.9%, while firms rated A are almost twice as likely to make
acquisitions. Firms with a B− rating are almost as likely to make acquisitions as AAA firms. The
same pattern emerges for acquisition intensity, except for the large percentage for AAA firms,
which is due to a few large transactions made by these companies. In the next section, we examine
these patterns more formally, after controlling for a large number of other factors.

3.

Results

3.1. Credit Rating Levels and Firm Acquisitiveness
While the univariate statistics presented in Table 1 suggest a curvilinear relation between
ratings and acquisitiveness, it is important to control for other determinants of M&A activity. This
is what we do in Table 3 of the paper. Summary statistics on the control variables employed in
these analyses are reported in Table 2. Detailed variable definitions are provided in Appendix A.
We first estimate probit models to explain the likelihood of making at least one acquisition
during a year as a function of the firm’s debt rating at the end of the previous year and various
11

controls that are also measured at the end of the previous year. As is common in the literature, we
first translate the ratings variable into a numerical scale, which ranges from 1 for firms with a C
rating to 21 for the highest rated firms (AAA).
In the first two probit models displayed in Panel A of Table 3, we include industry (48 FamaFrench industries) and year fixed effects, as previous research suggests that there are patterns across
industry and time in the level of acquisitions (see, for example, Mitchell and Mulherin (1996) and
Harford (2005)). To ease the interpretation, we report marginal effects instead of regression
coefficients. These can be interpreted as the average change in the dependent variable across all
observations when the explanatory variable of interest is increased by one. Standard errors in all
specifications are clustered at the firm level.
As expected given the univariate statistics, the simple linear model presented in column (1)
does not yield a significant relation between ratings and acquisition likelihood. In column (2), the
specification includes the square of the rating as an additional independent variable; this estimation
yields the curvilinear pattern that was apparent in the univariate statistics, indicating that this pattern
is not due to differences in the level of acquisitions across time and industry. The probability of
making an acquisition first increases and then decreases as ratings improve, with a maximum at
about the BBB level (i.e., the inflection point of the quadratic regression). These findings are in
line with our predictions.

Firms with poor ratings are unable to take all their acquisition

opportunities, and as their ratings improve so does acquisitiveness, consistent with the financial
constraint hypothesis. Investment-grade firms instead refrain from acquisitions as their ratings
increase because they value their rating and fear being downgraded when making acquisitions, a
pattern which is consistent with the managing for ratings hypothesis. 7

7

We further saturate the model with year*industry fixed effects, which allows for the pattern of mergers over time to
vary across industries (see, for example, Ahern and Harford, 2014). The concern with this approach is that due to the
large number of fixed effects (990 in total), we suffer from the incidental parameters problems, leading to inconsistent
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At this point, these findings are only suggestive, since controlling for industry and time alone
is likely insufficient to capture all the variation in acquisitiveness that is not related to credit ratings.
We therefore augment our regression specification with additional industry-level and firm-level
controls related to acquisition activity as suggested by prior work. All the control variables are
measured at the end of the fiscal year prior to the year of the acquisition announcement.
At the industry level, we control for the liquidity of the M&A market (Schlingemann et al.,
2002), and industry concentration (Uysal, 2011). M&A liquidity is computed as the sum of all
acquisitions in the firms’s three-digit SIC code industry in a given year, divided by the sum of the
book value of assets of all Compustat firms with the same three-digit SIC code in the same year.
For industry concentration, we employ the Herfindahl index based on the level of sales in the firm’s
three-digit SIC code industry.
At the firm level, we control for investment opportunities, potential misvaluation, and a
number of other factors that capture financial constraints. We use past stock performance and the
market-to-book ratio to control for investment opportunities and misvaluation as in Harford and
Uysal (2014). Stock price performance is measured as the market-adjusted return in the prior
calendar year, and the market-to-book ratio is computed as (book assets – book equity + market
equity) / book assets. To capture financial constraints, we include leverage (total interest-bearing
debt to assets), cash holdings (cash to assets), size (log of total assets in constant 2000 dollars), and
age (number of prior years with Compustat data availability). We also control for profitability,
measured as EBITDA to total assets. Except for age, Harford and Uysal (2014) employ similar
controls. Many of these firm-specific variables also affect credit ratings (see, for example, Jorion

estimates (Greene, 2004). We therefore do not tabulate these results, but note that the coefficient estimates and their
significance in this specification are very similar to those of the regression reported in column (2). In addition, we have
also estimated linear probability models with year*industry fixed effects and our results also persist in these
specifications.
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et al., 2009 and Baghai et al., 2014). Thus, any rating effect that persists captures the independent
effect of credit ratings beyond these determinants. All of the control variables are winsorized at the
1st and 99th percentiles, except for age and size.
The probit model with these additional controls is presented in column (3) of Panel A of Table
3. While the magnitude of the rating’s importance is somewhat lower than in the more parsimonious
models, the impact of credit ratings on acquisitiveness remains highly significant, both statistically
and economically.
The results of the control variables are also interesting. Consistent with prior work, firms are
more acquisitive when their industries experience higher M&A volume, when they performed well
in the previous year, and have less debt. The effect of size on acquisition likelihood is negative,
which is opposite to the result reported by Harford and Uysal (2014), who study rated and unrated
firms, but consistent with Baghai et al. (2014), who examine rated firms only. 8, 9
To further examine the role of ratings in the acquisition process, we include the distance-todefault measure based on Merton’s model (1974) as an additional control variable (see Hillegeist,
et al., 2004; and Bharath and Shumway, 2008). This measure captures how many standard
deviations the value of the firm’s assets is removed from the face value of its debt. Since one of
the primary roles of credit ratings is to measure default risk, we would expect a substantial
correlation between a firm’s credit rating and distance-to-default, and this is indeed the case in our
sample with a correlation of 0.61. 10 If the impact of credit ratings on acquisitions is due to this
default risk channel, we would expect the influence of ratings on acquisition likelihood to decrease
once distance-to-default is controlled for. Column (4) of Panel A of Table 3 contains the results of

8

We also perform a VIF (variance inflation factor) test for multicollinearity which indicates that the correlation between
the explanatory variables does not materially affect our estimates.
9
In unreported models we also include the square of the control variables to ensure that the credit rating is not proxying
for non-linear effects of the control variables. Adding these squared terms has little effect on our inferences.
10
We again conduct a VIF test to confirm that multicollinearity does not affect our results
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this augmented specification. There is only a small decline in the magnitude of the coefficient on
the ratings term, which demonstrates that the effect we uncover is different from a pure default risk
story.
The economic importance of the ratings effect is also sizeable. For example, increasing the
rating from CCC to B leads to an increase in acquisition likelihood by 4.6 percentage points, while
increasing the rating from A to AA lowers acquisition probability by 4 percentage points (setting
all other variables equal to their sample means). These changes are substantial given that, on
average, only 18% of the sample firms make at least one acquisition in a given year.
The coefficient on distance-to-default itself is positive in this specification, suggesting that
more solvent firms make more acquisitions. Also note that in this specification, market-to-book
has a negative impact on acquisition likelihood. Though surprising, this result is consistent with
Harford and Uysal (2014), who compare acquisitions of rated and unrated firms.
In column (5) we include an indicator variable set equal to one if the firm made an acquisition
in the previous year. Some firms may decide to grow through acquisitions, while others prefer
internal growth, and we want to ensure that firms do not have an inherent acquisitiveness trait that
is not captured by the control variables. In support of the notion that acquisitiveness is path
dependent, we find that firms that made an acquisition in the prior year are 15 percentage points
more likely to make an acquisition again during the current year. Importantly, while the inclusion
of this control has some influence on the economic importance of credit ratings, their effect remains
sizeable. For example increasing ratings from CCC to B leads to an increase in acquisition
likelihood of 3.8 percentage points, while increasing ratings from A to AA reduces the probability
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of making an acquisition by 3.4 percentage points (setting all other variables equal to their sample
mean). This result also indicates that credit ratings are not proxying for past acquisitiveness. 11
In column (6) we investigate whether firms around the investment grade cutoff (firms rated
BB+ and BBB–) cut back on acquisitions. The increased cost in debt associated with a downgrade
is most salient around the investment grade cutoff and is not always related to actual changes in
credit quality. Chen et al. (2014), for example, find that when a series of non-investment grade
bonds were mechanically relabeled investment grade as a result of a Lehman Brothers index
redefinition, yields on these bonds declined by 21 basis points.

Moreover, Chernenko and

Sunderam (2012) show that investment in firms with a BB+ rating becomes sensitive to high-yield
fund flows compared to investment in observationally equivalent firms with a BBB– rating, causing
temporary distortions in capital spending. If mergers put pressure on the ratings of firms around
this cut-off, then they may well cut back on acquisitions; firms with the lowest investment grade
ratings would be reluctant to make acquisitions in the fear of a downgrade leading to a substantial
increase in the cost of debt, while firms with the highest non-investment grade ratings would refrain
from making acquisitions in order not to jeopardize the possibility of an upgrade in the future.
Interestingly, we find no evidence that firms at the investment-grade cusp curtail their acquisition
behavior. 12, 13
In Panel B of Table 3, we repeat the previous analyses using acquisition intensity as the
dependent variable in a Tobit specification censored at zero (see also Harford and Uysal (2014) for

11
Our findings are very similar if we include a dummy to indicate whether the firm made an acquisition in the three
previous years.
12
We have also re-estimated this model using separate dummies for BBB– and for BB+ ratings. Both dummies are not
statistically significant.
13
The use of a quadratic specification in our analyses is guided by the hypotheses we propose. However, we have also
estimated a non-parametric cubic spline specification with five knots. The relation between credit ratings and
acquisitions obtained from this estimation is very similar to the quadratic specification.
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a similar approach) and report the unconditional marginal effects. 14 These specifications allow us
to examine whether our findings regarding the likelihood of making an acquisition also translate
into the amount spent on acquisitions. This is indeed the case; the coefficients in the tobit models
show the same pattern as in the probit models, generally with similar levels of statistical
significance. The economic significance is also similar in magnitude. For example, based on the
specification reported in model (6), increasing the rating from CCC to B leads to an increase in
acquisitiveness of 1.14 percentage points, which is substantial, given the sample average of 2.92%
(see Table 1). Increasing the rating from A to AA, on the other hand, is associated with a decline of
0.89 percentage points in acquisitiveness. 15
To provide further evidence on the merits of our hypotheses, we repeat the analyses of model
(6) of both Panels of Table 3 for the subsamples of cash and stock acquisitions separately. This
split is relevant because listed firms have the option of using their shares as a means of payment
when cash is not available; as such, the financial constraints argument is likely more relevant for
cash acquisitions than for stock acquisitions. 16 Similarly, using shares to pay for an acquisition will
likely put less pressure on the ratings of highly-rated companies (a conjecture we will verify in
subsequent tests). As such, there should be less reluctance on the part of highly-rated firms to make
such acquisitions.

These arguments combined imply that the curvilinear relation between

acquisition likelihood/intensity and credit ratings should be more pronounced when we focus on
cash financed acquisitions.

14

Note that it is not possible to interpret the regression coefficients of a tobit model in the same way as OLS coefficients.
The coefficient of the tobit model captures the marginal effect on the latent variable. To interpret the economic
significance, we need to multiply the marginal effect with the probability that an observation becomes uncensored
(implying that it becomes positive in our models) (see McDonald and Moffitt, 1980). This is the effect we report in the
table.
15
In unreported models, we have also repeated the analyses reported in Table 3 using a matched sample approach in
which we match each acquiring firm with three non-acquiring firms closest in size in the same year and industry (48
Fama-French industries). Our findings persist in these models.
16
Note that the financial constraints argument continues to apply to stock-financed acquisitions if firms deem their
shares to be undervalued.
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We present these results in Table 4. Transactions are classified as cash (stock) acquisitions
if more than half of the payment is in cash (stock). Transactions that do not disclose the form of
payment (n=1,299) or that mainly use forms of payment other than cash or stock (n=391) are
excluded from this analysis. Probit models of acquisition likelihood are presented in Panel A and
tobit models of acquisition intensity in Panel B. The first column of both Panels reports the results
for cash acquisitions. These models are broadly in line with the full sample results presented in
model (6) of both Panels in Table 3, where acquisitions first increase and then decrease as ratings
improve. The economic importance of the result also remains significant; for example, increasing
ratings from CCC to B is associated with an increased likelihood of making cash-financed
acquisitions of 3.1 percentage points, while increasing ratings from A to AA is associated with a
decline in acquisition likelihood of 3.4 percentage points. 17 For this subset of cash acquisitions, we
also find that firms around the investment grade threshold (firms rated BB+ and BBB–) experience
a modest decline in acquisitiveness relative to the curvilinear relation. This is consistent with the
view that the change in the cost of debt around this threshold is strong enough to deter firms from
any action that could lead to a downgrade or reduce the chance of an upgrade. For stock-financed
acquisitions, on the other hand, there is no relation between ratings and acquisitiveness. These
findings provide further support for our hypotheses.

3.2. Robustness Checks
Our specifications so far ignored the panel structure of our data, except for the adjustment
made to the standard errors. In model (1) of Table 5, we estimate random effects probit (Panel A)

17

For cash-financed acquisitions, it is also possible to compute acquisitiveness using aggregate firm data from
Compustat (data item AQC), although this measure does not allow us to apply the same data filters as we applied for
the SDC-based sample. Our findings persist when we employ this alternative measure of the amount spent on
acquisitions (unreported).
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and tobit models (Panel B) that allow for random differences in acquisition likelihood and intensity
across firms. We prefer this specification above a fixed effects model because credit rating levels
have a relatively small within-firm variation and a significantly larger between-firm variation, (see
Bae and Goyal (2009) for a similar discussion in the case of the International Country Risk Guide
property rights index, and Zhou (2001) in the case of managerial ownership). In particular, the
cross-sectional variation in ratings is 3 times larger than their time-series variation. Random effects
make use of both sources of variation (time series and cross sectional), and explicitly control for
the effect of unobservable firm heterogeneity on acquisition likelihood. Therefore, if the estimated
effects of credit ratings on acquisitiveness presented in Table 3 are due to firm effects, the estimates
should decline when we include random effects. We also opt for a random effects models because
the estimates from both probit and tobit models that include firm fixed effects are inconsistent due
to the incidental parameters problem (Greene, 2004).
The reported models include all controls as in model (6) of Table 3. The probit and tobit
models reported in column (1) of both panels of Table 5 show that the inclusion of random effects
increases the explanatory power in our models, since the contribution of the firm-level residual
variance to the total residual variance (ρ) is statistically significant at conventional levels.
Importantly, while controlling for firm random effects is relevant in explaining acquisitiveness, the
coefficients on both the rating and its squared term are similar in magnitude and significance to
those reported in model (6) of Table 3. Thus, controlling for the panel structure of our data does
not alter our findings.
We also verify that our results are due to the credit rating itself and not to other variables
associated with the credit rating. To do so, we include the firm’s predicted credit rating and its
squared term as additional explanatory variables (see Wooldridge (2015) for a discussion of this
approach and Harford and Uysal (2014) for an application in the context of obtaining a rating). The
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predicted rating is based on a panel regression model estimated over the sample period (1989-2011)
using the same explanatory variables as employed in the prior literature (see, for example, Jorion et
al. (2009) and Baghai et al. (2014)) and, as such, it contains all the information from these variables
that is deemed important in predicting the firm’s rating. Appendix B contains the full list of
explanatory variables employed as well as the regression model. The results from adding the
predicted rating and its squared term to the acquisition model are displayed in Column (2) of Table
5; the probit model is displayed in Panel A, and the tobit model in Panel B. Both models indicate
that the predicted rating has an influence on acquisition behavior, but the effect of the actual rating,
while weaker than in Table 3, remains substantial. For example, the probit model indicates that
increasing the rating from CCC to B increases acquisition likelihood by 2.57 percentage points,
while an increase from A to AA is associated with a 2.70 percentage point decline. These results
indicate that it is the firm’s rating per se that affects acquisition likelihood, and not another variable
that can be used to explain the rating.
As a final test to validate the robustness of our results to an omitted variable bias, we employ
the methodology proposed by Oster (2019), who developed a technique to assess the robustness of
treatment effects to the inclusion of unobserved confounders. Following her approach, we estimate
the bias-adjusted effect of credit ratings on acquisitiveness under different assumptions about the
importance of the unobservable relative to the observable variables (the importance can vary from
0 to 1), and compare them to the effects reported in model (6) of both panels of Table 3 (not reported
in a table). In all the cases, the coefficients of the rating and its squared term move further away
from zero (CR is more positive and CR2 is more negative), and the set of bias-adjusted ratings
coefficients does not contain a zero rating effect within its intervals. These results further attest to
the robustness of our findings.
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3.3. Alternative Interpretations
Our interpretation of the results presented in Tables 3 through 5 is that rating levels have a
substantial independent impact on acquisition decisions. In this subsection, we rule out a number
of alternative interpretations for these findings.
One alternative interpretation is that agencies assign ratings to companies in anticipation of
future acquisitiveness, such that the causality between ratings and acquisitions is reversed. Such an
interpretation is wrought with problems, however, due to the non-linear nature of the effect we
uncover. Essentially, rating agencies would have to assign a higher rating in anticipation of
acquisitions by low-rated companies and relatively low ratings in anticipation of acquisitions by
highly-rated companies. Such actions do not seem very plausible. Nevertheless, we conduct two
further tests to rule out this interpretation. First, we lag our measure of credit ratings by an
additional year and find similar patterns as in Tables 3 through 5 (unreported). This makes a reverse
causality story less likely because agencies would have to assign higher (lower) ratings to noninvestment grade (investment grade) firms in year t in anticipation of acquisition activity in year
t+2. Second, in Section 4, we report that rating agencies change their ratings in response to
acquisitions; changing ratings both in anticipation of and again in response to acquisitions does not
seem very plausible, especially given that the actual likelihood of making acquisitions in the sample
is only 18%. Changing a firm’s rating today based on a rather small unconditional probability of
doing a deal in the future seems very unlikely, and would reward or punish firms for transactions
that they most likely will not undertake.
Another interpretation for our findings is that the lack of acquisitiveness at the higher end of
the ratings spectrum is due to the lack of acquisition opportunities. As documented in Table 1,
highly-rated firms are much larger than the average firm in the sample. As such, the number of
potential targets that meet the 1% market value equity cutoff for the acquisition to be included in
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our analysis may well be reduced. However, we control for firm size in most specifications, and
while we do find that larger firms are less acquisitive, inclusion of firm size in our models does not
materially affect the importance of the ratings effect. This result casts doubt on this alternative
interpretation. To further disprove it, we re-estimate our regression models, allowing the effect of
the rating to depend on the firm’s size tercile (not reported in a table). The ratings effect is not
significantly different across the three terciles, suggesting that the potential lack of acquisition
opportunities for larger firms cannot explain our findings.
Next, we examine whether the negative relation between acquisitiveness and ratings for
highly-rated firms is related to the quality of the firm’s corporate governance. Standard and Poor’s
indicates explicitly that corporate governance attributes are taken into account when evaluating the
credit risk of a firm (Standard and Poor’s, 2011), an argument that is also supported by prior
research (see, for example, Bhojraj and Sengupta, 2003; Ashbaugh-Skaife et al., 2006). Thus, firms
with better ratings could have better governance and since some acquisitions destroy shareholder
wealth, it is possible that better-governed firms simply undertake fewer acquisitions because they
only undertake acquisitions that create value.
We conduct two tests to address this possibility. First, we divide the sample into acquisitions
with positive and negative announcement returns and repeat our tests on each subset. If better-rated
firms make fewer poor acquisitions, we should observe a negative relation between credit ratings
and acquisitions for the subset of acquisitions with negative announcement returns, but not for
acquisitions that are well received by the market. Of course, this relation should only hold for
investment grade firms for which the relation between acquisitions and ratings is downward sloping
in the first place. We find no significant differences, however, between good and bad acquisitions
in the regression coefficients (not reported in a table). Second, we include two proxies for corporate
governance directly in the acquisition regressions: (a) board independence, measured as the fraction
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of directors that are outsiders, and obtained from the Institutional Shareholder Services database
(available for less than half of our sample firms), and (b) the number of institutional investors that
are blockholders in the firm, where a blockholder is defined as an investor owning more than 5%
of the shares; these data are obtained from Thomson Reuters 13-f filings. Inclusion of these
measures does not affect our main findings (not reported in a table). These results combined do not
support the governance argument.
A final alternative interpretation for the downward sloping part of the relation between
acquisitions and ratings relates to the cost of capital of the potential acquirers. Firms with very high
ratings may not be taking advantage of the tax shields associated with debt financing, which could
lead to a higher weighted average cost of capital, thereby reducing the attractiveness of any type of
investment. As such, firms with higher ratings would invest less in capex and R&D, and they would
also make fewer acquisitions. To examine the merits of this explanation, we study whether there is
a relation between credit ratings and non-acquisition related investments, computed as (capital
expenditures + R&D) / lagged assets, but find no significant relation (not reported in a table). This
does not support the cost of capital argument.

3.4. Past Rating Changes and Firm Acquisitiveness
In this section, we study the impact of past rating changes on acquisition activity. This is
relevant because prior work has shown that credit rating changes exhibit positive serial
autocorrelation (see, for example, Altman and Kao, 1992; Lando and Skødeberg, 2002). That is, a
past downgrade (upgrade) tends to be followed by another downgrade (upgrade). If past credit
rating changes serve as a good signal for upcoming rating shifts, they may also influence firms’
M&A decisions. In particular, we expect firms that have been downgraded recently to curtail their
acquisition activities. This effect applies at both ends of the ratings scale. At the top end, firms
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that attach value to ratings per se will do their utmost to avoid additional downgrades, and reducing
acquisitiveness could be one of the actions these firms can take. At the bottom end, expectations
of additional downgrades could already serve to constrain recently downgraded firms from taking
on all their acquisition opportunities. 18 Low-rated firms that received a recent upgrade, on the other
hand, may be more willing to take on acquisitions (relative to firms with the same rating that have
not been upgraded recently), given that expected additional upgrades would further relieve financial
constraints and the acquisition is less likely to put downward pressure on their ratings. For highlyrated firms, recent upgrades should have little effect on acquisition activity. If anything, the
expectation of additional upgrades may lead these firms to curb acquisition activity even more.
A related reason for firms to limit acquisitions after being downgraded is that such companies
may deem that they are no longer at the rating level that is optimal for them, and want to take actions
to move back to their ‘ideal’ rating level. In other words, since these firms are no longer at their
‘optimal’ rating level, they may behave differently from firms with the same rating that have not
been downgraded recently. 19 This argument is similar in spirit to Kisgen’s (2009) finding that
downgraded firms reduce leverage in subsequent years with the view of being upgraded again.
In Table 6, we study the impact of recent upgrades and downgrades on acquisition activity.
We measure lagged upgrades and downgrades in the year before the acquisition and present both
probit (Panel A) and tobit (Panel B) models for the entire sample as well as separate models for
investment grade and non-investment grade firms. All the regressions include industry and firm
controls as well as industry and year dummies (equivalent to model (5) in Table 3), but the

18
See Bongaerts and Schlingemann (2020) for evidence that recently downgraded firms are more likely to engage in
asset sales to relax credit constraints.
19
The following example illustrates this argument. Suppose two firms have an A rating. Firm X, which has had this
rating for a while, deems this rating to be optimal, and knows that the rating allows it to make a certain number of
acquisitions in a given year without being downgraded. Firm Y, on the other hand, has recently been downgraded to
an A rating from an A+ rating. This new rating is not deemed optimal for the firm, and it wants to get back to a rating
of A+. In principle, this firm could make the same level of acquisitions as firm X. However, because it wants to get
upgraded, it curtails its acquisition behavior and makes fewer acquisitions than firm X.
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coefficients on these control variables are not reported for sake of brevity. The table reports the
marginal effects for the probit specifications and the unconditional marginal effects for the tobit
models. The results indicate that firms cut acquisition activity dramatically if they have been
downgraded recently. For the sample as a whole, firms that have been downgraded recently are 6.5
percentage points less likely to make acquisitions (Panel A), which is substantial given the average
acquisition likelihood of 18%. They also reduce acquisition intensity by almost 1.8 percentage
points (Panel B), which is high relative to the overall acquisition rate of 2.9 percentage points.
Columns (2) and (3) of both panels illustrate that the impact is similar for both investment grade
and non-investment grade firms. 20 Also note that in all the specifications reported in Table 6, the
relation between credit ratings and acquisitions documented in Table 3 persists: the relation is
positive for non-investment grade firms, negative for investment grade firms, and curvilinear for
the sample as a whole.
Unlike for lagged downgrades, there is no evidence that lagged upgrades have a significant
impact on acquisition decisions.

3.5. Abnormal Returns
In this section, we study the relation between the abnormal returns associated with acquisition
announcements and prior credit ratings. If the positive relation between credit ratings and M&A
activity at lower levels of ratings is indeed due to the easing of credit constraints, then this
interpretation also has implications for the relation between announcement returns and ratings.
Specifically, we expect returns to decline as ratings improve for firms with non-investment grade
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Note that the number of observations in the probit models estimated for investment grade and non-investment grade
firms separately does not add up to the total. This is due to the fact that 15 observations perfectly predict the success
or failure in the dependent variable and these observations are dropped from the estimation. This is more likely to
happen when the models are estimated for separate rating categories than for the overall sample.
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ratings because these companies are able to take on more marginal acquisition opportunities. At
upper echelons of the ratings scale, however, the prediction is reversed; if such firms are particularly
averse to acquisitions, they should only take the very best opportunities, and we would expect
announcement returns to increase as ratings improve.
To compute abnormal returns, we subtract the daily return on the market from the return
earned by the acquiring firm (see, for example, Fuller et al., 2002; Moeller et al., 2004, 2005). We
use the value-weighted CRSP index as a proxy for the market and cumulate abnormal returns over
an event window of five days centered around the announcement date. To remove the influence of
outliers, we winsorize abnormal returns at the 1st and 99th percentiles. Average returns for the entire
sample are displayed in the last line of Table 2. Consistent with the literature (see, for example,
Moeller et al., 2007), returns are slightly positive at 90 basis points, on average, with a median of
60 basis points. Both are significantly different from zero with p-values of 0.00.
Table 7 contains various specifications of the abnormal return regression models. Following
the extant literature, we include a set of firm and deal characteristics as control variables together
with year and industry dummies. 21 In the first three models, we only report results for the first
acquisition made by a given firm during a year. As we will show in subsequent analyses,
acquisitions affect future ratings; it is therefore not clear that the firm’s rating is still the same when
it makes additional acquisitions in a given year, and focusing on the first acquisition addresses this
measurement error. However, we show in columns (4) through (6) that our findings persist if we
employ all acquisitions as well. Column (1) presents the results of a simple linear model, while in
columns (2) and (3) we allow for non-linearity. Consistent with the financial constraints argument,
the results in column (1) indicate that returns decline by 16 basis points per ratings notch increase.
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In unreported models, we also control for the following acquirer characteristics: leverage, market-to-book, and cash
holdings. The coefficients on these variables are generally not significantly different from zero and we therefore omit
them from the reported specifications.
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Increasing ratings by one standard deviation (3.66) thus lowers abnormal returns by 59 basis points,
which is quite substantial compared to the sample average of 90 basis points. These findings
suggest that as firms’ rating level increases, the overall quality of their acquisitions declines.
Column (2) shows the results of a quadratic specification, which illustrates that the impact of
rating increases on announcement returns is much more dramatic at low rating levels, but tapers off
at higher rating levels, and turns positive at a rating beyond A (the inflection point of the quadratic
regression). These results are the mirror image of the findings on acquisitiveness: as firms become
more acquisitive when ratings improve from the lowest levels, returns decline, and when the
acquisition rate declines beyond a higher rating threshold, returns improve again. The negative
relation between returns and ratings and the tapering off effect are what one would expect under the
financial constraints interpretation: as ratings improve, the marginal relaxation of financial
constraints is smaller. The improvement in returns beyond the inflection point estimated for
acquisition activity is consistent with the commensurate reduction in the level of acquisitions and
firms focusing on their best opportunities, as suggested by the managing for ratings argument.
In terms of economic importance, the effect of prior ratings on announcement returns is
substantial given that bidders earn very low returns, on average. For example, increasing ratings
from CCC to B is associated with a decline in announcement returns of 1.49 percentage points,
while increasing ratings from AA to AAA improves returns by 0.53 percentage points.
In column (3), we include a dummy for firms around the investment grade threshold. The
coefficient on this dummy is insignificant at conventional levels and does not have much of an
effect on the other regression coefficients.
In columns (4) through (6), we repeat the specifications in columns (1) through (3), but now
use all acquisitions that take place during the year, rather than just the first one. In general, while
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the effects are somewhat attenuated compared to the models based on the first acquisition only, the
role of ratings remains important both statistically and economically.
Overall, the findings from our event study support our interpretation that the ratings capture
financial constraints at low rating levels. At high rating levels, they support the managing for
ratings notion, i.e., managers are reluctant to make many acquisitions and focus only on the most
promising opportunities.
Our maintained assumption is that acquisitions put pressure on the ratings of firms at the
higher end of the investment grade spectrum, which deters these firms from M&A transactions. In
the next section, we explore this conjecture in detail.

4.

The Impact of Acquisitions on Future Credit Ratings
Mergers and acquisitions are known to increase acquirers’ default risk and leverage levels

(see, for example, Billett et al., 2004; Bessembinder et al., 2009; Furfine and Rosen, 2011). Such
transactions may therefore put downward pressure on acquirers’ credit ratings in the post-merger
period, especially for firms with little debt to begin with.
To assess whether this is indeed the case, we document the likelihood of downgrades after
acquisitions for all the rating categories, and compare it to the same likelihood for non-acquiring
firms with the same rating. To determine whether a firm that made an acquisition in year t is
downgraded subsequently, we compare its rating at the end of t+1 to the rating at the end of t-1.
For non-acquiring firms, we make the same comparison over a two-year window.
Our findings are displayed in Panel A of Table 8. For ease of presentation, we combine the
plus and minus ratings with the main category. For example, all firms rated A+, A, and A– are
grouped into the ‘A’ category. The results show an interesting pattern. Highly-rated firms are more
likely to be downgraded after they make acquisitions and the effect is strongest for firms in the
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highest rating categories. For example, for firms rated AA or AAA, the likelihood of being
downgraded is around 10 percentage points higher when they make an acquisition, while it is only
5 percentage points higher for firms with an A rating. For non-investment grade firms, the pattern
reverses. For example, BB firms have a 17% chance of being downgraded when they make an
acquisition, but a 23% chance if they do not. At the bottom of Panel A, we summarize the
probabilities for investment and non-investment grade ratings. These confirm that following
acquisitions, investment grade firms are more likely to receive a downgrade, while non-investment
grade firms are less likely to be downgraded. These results explain why highly-rated firms are
reluctant to make acquisitions if they wish to maintain their rating, providing additional support for
the managing for ratings hypothesis. Note that we do not claim that these downgrades are
undeserved; the acquisition may well increase the default risk of the acquirer. We merely argue
that if highly-rated firms value their current rating, they will be reluctant to make acquisitions that
increase the risk of a downgrade, and, as illustrated in Panel A of Table 8, this risk increases as
ratings improve.
To shed further light on these findings, we study cash and stock acquisitions separately. The
results presented previously in Table 4 indicate that ratings have little influence on stock-financed
acquisitions. Here we study whether this is the case because such acquisitions do not lead to
subsequent downgrades for highly-rated firms. Panel B of Table 8 reports the findings. Firms that
do not disclose the form of payment or that mainly use forms of payment other than cash or stock
are excluded from this analysis. Consistent with our arguments, the effect of acquisitions on
subsequent downgrades is mainly due to cash-financed transactions. For highly rated firms, cashfinanced acquisitions lead to a substantial increase in the likelihood of being downgraded. For
example, 44% of AA firms that make cash-financed acquisitions are downgraded afterwards,
compared to only 23% of AA firms that do not acquire. For A-rated firms, there is still a significant
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difference between cash-acquirers and non-acquirers, but it is smaller than for AA firms (28%
versus 23%). It is therefore not surprising that firms with high ratings are more reluctant to make
cash-funded acquisitions if they want to preserve their rating. Interestingly, for BBB-rated firms,
acquisitions have no significant impact on the likelihood of being downgraded, and for noninvestment grade firms, cash acquisitions reduce the probability of a downgrade. These results also
explain why firms with BB and BBB ratings are not averse to making acquisitions; such acquisitions
do not damage their ratings and may even help them. Lower-rated firms (single B and below) may
also wish to make acquisitions, but they are likely to face financial constraints.
Conversely, making stock-financed acquisitions has no marked impact on the likelihood of
being downgraded for any of the investment grade and non-investment grade categories, with just
one exception: BB firms are less likely to be downgraded after making a stock-financed acquisition.
As such, the lack of a relation between ratings and the likelihood of making a stock-financed deal
is not surprising.
We also verify that our prior results hold when we control for the stock price reaction
associated with the acquisition announcements (not reported in a table). Not surprisingly, the
likelihood of being downgraded after an acquisition is higher when the stock market reaction around
the announcement is negative. However, we continue to find that highly-rated firms that make
cash-financed acquisitions are more likely to get downgraded compared to firms that make no
acquisitions, even if the stock price reaction around the acquisition announcement is positive. 22
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For completeness, we also study whether acquisitions affect the likelihood of a downgrade after controlling for
changes in all the variables that affect a firm’s rating in multivariate analysis. We find that investment grade firms are
almost four percentage points more likely to be downgraded after making acquisitions, compared to firms with the same
changes in financial conditions that did not acquire (not reported in a table). For non-investment grade firms, there is
no significant increase in the probability of a downgrade after taking the changes in financial conditions into account.
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5.

Conclusion
This paper documents a curvilinear relation between credit rating levels and acquisitions. In

line with the financial constraints hypothesis, at low rating levels, increases in firm ratings lead to
more acquisitions, accompanied by lower announcement returns; at high ratings, consistent with
the managing for ratings hypothesis, additional rating increases reduce acquisitiveness and improve
acquisition returns. Also consistent with our hypotheses, and offering an explanation for the above
findings, we report that acquisitions increase the likelihood of a subsequent downgrade for highlyrated firms; firms with low ratings, on the contrary, are less likely to see their ratings decrease after
making an acquisition. These findings combined are mainly due to cash-financed transactions.
From this work, we draw several conclusions. First, credit ratings have an independent
effect on acquisition decisions since we control for a large number of characteristics associated with
acquisitiveness in our models. Second, this effect is not uniform across the ratings distributions,
which is in contrast to prior working illustrating that firms across the ratings spectrum behave
similarly when they are close to a ratings threshold. We show that highly-rated firms shy away
from acquisitions to avoid being downgraded, but firms with low ratings do not, because
acquisitions do not exert downward pressure on their ratings. Third, the reluctance of highly-rated
firms to make acquisitions suggests that these firms attach particular value to their rating and may
well be foregoing good investment opportunities. Studying the benefits associated with higher
ratings and measuring the precise cost associated with the reluctance to make acquisitions requires
further study.
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Appendix A: Variable Definitions
Dependent Variables
Acquisition likelihood: Binary variable that takes the value of 1 if the firm announced at least one
acquisition in year t, 0 otherwise. The variable is created using data from Thomson Financial SDC.
Acquisition intensity: The sum of the deal values of all completed acquisitions announced in year t
scaled by the firm’s total assets in year t-1. Deal values are from Thomson Financial SDC, assets
are from COMPUSTAT. Only transactions larger than 1% of market equity are included in the
sample.
Acquirer CARs: Cumulative abnormal return for the acquiring firm over the 5-day event window (2, +2) around the announcement day. The abnormal return is computed as the market-adjusted
return using the value-weighted CRSP index as a proxy for the market.

Firm Variables
Credit rating level (CR): Continuous variable for rated firms from COMPUSTAT which takes the
value from 1 (C rating) to 21 (AAA rating). The ratings are Standard and Poor’s ratings.
Predicted CR: The predicted credit rating based on the regression model reported in Appendix B.
Distance-to-Default: A measure of default risk, based on the structural model of Merton (1974).
Distance to default (DD) is the difference between the asset value of the firm (V) and the face value
of its debt (F), divided by the standard deviation of the firm’s asset value (σV). We use an iterative
procedure by solving a system of two nonlinear equations to estimate asset value and volatility. In
this system, equity (E) is priced as a European call option on the value of the firm’s assets with time
to maturity (T) equal to one year. Following Vassalou and Xing (2004), F corresponds to debt in
current liabilities plus one-half of long-term debt since this approach takes into account the fact that
long-term debt might not be due until after the horizon of the DD estimation. As initial values for
asset value and asset volatility, we use V = E + F and σV = σE *(E/E+F) where E is the market value
of equity at the end of each calendar year and σE is the annualized standard deviation of daily stock
returns from the prior year. Distance to default is computed as:
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 =

1
2

2
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑉𝑉/𝐹𝐹)+ 0.06+𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 − 𝜎𝜎𝑉𝑉

𝜎𝜎𝑉𝑉

,

where Rbill is the Treasury bill rate, and 0.06 is an empirical proxy for the equity premium following
Campbell, Hilscher, and Szilagyi (2008).
Size: Firm total assets at the fiscal year-end from COMPUSTAT (in US$ millions) deflated using
the CPI index with base year 2000. The regressions use the natural log of this variable.
Profitability: Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) divided by
total assets.
Cash holdings: Cash holdings divided by total assets.
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Age: Number of years the firm has been covered by COMPUSTAT.
Excess stock return: Market adjusted return (using the value-weighted CRSP index as benchmark).
Market-to-book: Market value of the firm (Total assets − book value of equity + market value of
equity) divided by total assets.
Leverage: Total financial debt (long-term debt plus debt in current liabilities) divided by total assets.
Capex: Capital expenditures divided by total assets.
Interest coverage: EBITDA over interest expenses.
Debt/EBITDA: Long-term and short-term debt divided by EBITDA.
Negative Debt/EBITDA: Indicator variable set equal to 1 if Debt/EBITDA is negative and 0
otherwise.
Convertible: Convertible debt divided by total assets.
Subordinated: Subordinated debt divided by total assets.
PPE: Net property, plant and equipment divided by total assets.
Volatility: The volatility of profitability, computed using the current year’s data as well as the four
previous years’. At least two years of data are required in its computation.
StDevRet: The annualized standard deviation of daily stock returns for a given year.
Lagged upgrade: A binary variable that takes the value of 1 if a firm has been upgraded at least
once in the prior year, 0 otherwise.
Lagged downgrade: A binary variable that takes the value of 1 if a firm has been downgraded at
least once in the prior year, 0 otherwise.
Cash Flow Operations: Operating cash flow divided by total assets.

Industry Variables
M&A liquidity: Sum of acquisitions made in a given year and three-digit SIC code industry, divided
by the sum of total assets of all COMPUSTAT firms with the same three-digit SIC code.
Herfindahl index: Sum of squares of the market shares of all firms in a given year and three-digit
SIC industry, where market share is defined as sales of the firm divided by the sum of the sales in
the industry.
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Acquisition Characteristics
Deal value: Value of the transaction from SDC in constant (year 2000) US$ million.
Relative size: Ratio of the deal value and the market capitalization of the acquiring firm 4 weeks
prior to the acquisition announcement.
Horizontal: Binary variable that takes the value of 1 if the target firm operates in the same 3-digit
SIC code industry as the acquirer, 0 otherwise.
Public: Binary variable that takes the value of 1 if the target firm is a public firm, 0 otherwise.
Cash: Binary variable that takes the value of 1 for deals where the method of payment is 100%
cash, 0 otherwise.
Cross-border: Binary variable that takes the value of 1 for acquisitions of non-US target firms, 0
otherwise.
Tender: Binary variable that takes the value of 1 for tender offers, 0 otherwise.
Hostile: Binary variable that takes the value of 1 for deals defined as “hostile” or “unsolicited” by
SDC, 0 otherwise.
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Appendix B: Credit Rating Model
This table presents the coefficients of an OLS regression of credit rating levels for all U.S. publicly listed
firms with available credit ratings over the period 1989-2011. The dependent variable is the credit rating
level. Variable definitions are in Appendix A. The model includes year and industry fixed effects, whose
coefficients are suppressed and are based on calendar year and Fama-French 48 industry classification
dummies, respectively. The t-statistics reported in parentheses are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and firm
clustering. ***and ** denote statistical significance at the 1% and 5% levels, respectively.
1.0791***
(29.60)
5.3333***
(7.07)
3.1470***
(6.85)
-2.1663***
(-5.86)
0.0113***
(4.64)
0.5105***
(10.98)
-4.5770***
(-24.13)
-2.8938***
(-12.67)
-0.0352***
(-3.48)
0.6048**
(2.51)
-1.7192***
(-4.05)
-2.0808***
(-6.55)
-9.1426***
(-9.24)
-0.6459
(-0.93)
-0.0869
(-0.35)
Yes
Yes
0.741
17,822

Size
Profitability
CFO
Cash holdings
Interest coverage
Market-to-book
StDevRet
Leverage
Debt/EBITDA
Neg. Debt/EBITDA
Convertible
Subordinated
Volatility
Capex
PPE
Year dummies
Industry dummies
Adjusted R²
Observations
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Table 1
Firm and Deal Characteristics by Rating Level
This table provides the rating distribution and reports statistics of firm and deal characteristics for each rating
category for our sample of U.S. rated publicly listed firms making acquisitions over the period 1990-2012. N
denotes the number of firm-year observations in the sample. The mean value of firm size (book assets) is
presented in the third column. Column (4) presents the number of M&A deals and column (5) presents the
mean deal value. Acquisition likelihood (column (6)) is the proportion of firms in our sample that conduct at
least one acquisition exceeding 1% of the firm’s market value of equity in a given year t. Acquisition intensity
(column (7)) is the sum of all acquisition exceeding 1% of the firm’s market value of equity completed by a
firm in a given year divided by its total assets in year t-1. All dollar values are in millions and adjusted to 2000
dollars by the consumer price index (CPI).
Rating
level
(1)
AAA
AA+
AA
AAA+
A
ABBB+
BBB
BBBBB+
BB
BBB+
B
BBelow BAll levels

N

Firm Size

Deal Value

(3)

Number of
Acquisitions
(4)

(2)
323
112
403
468
857
1,543
1,266
1,633
2,082
1,787
1,298
1,879
2,400
2,263
1,228
596
350
20,488

81,457
64,961
47,147
29,483
23,477
18,342
17,306
14,025
8,967
8,277
5,886
3,703
2,747
2,117
3,896
3,235
3,075
11,072

37
18
63
97
200
409
317
343
502
405
309
472
661
610
222
74
33
4,772
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(5)

Acquisition
Likelihood
(6)

Acquisition
Intensity
(7)

13,338
1,103
3,057
3,947
1,808
1,500
1,733
912
635
896
1,066
447
379
225
300
348
441
973

10.87%
15.18%
13.90%
16.67%
18.55%
21.45%
20.06%
17.15%
18.59%
19.02%
19.18%
19.37%
19.46%
18.82%
13.11%
10.07%
7.14%
18.00%

2.56%
0.89%
1.86%
2.51%
2.46%
2.84%
2.89%
2.72%
2.47%
3.04%
3.44%
3.25%
3.67%
3.40%
2.34%
2.08%
1.86%
2.92%

Table 2
Summary Statistics
This table presents descriptive statistics for the universe of U.S. rated listed firms over the period 19892011. Variable definitions are in Appendix A. The table reports the number of observations, mean, median
and standard deviation of the corresponding variables. All dollar values are in millions and adjusted to
2000 dollars by the consumer price index (CPI). The last row contains the abnormal announcement return
for those firms that make acquisitions over the period 1990-2012.

Credit rating level
Acquisition likelihood
Acquisition intensity
Distance-to-default
Size ($ million)
Profitability
Cash holdings
Age
Excess stock return
Market-to-book
Leverage
M&A liquidity
Herfindahl index
Acquirer CARs (-2,
+2)

N
20,488
20,488
20,488
19,285
20,488
20,402
20,476
20, 488
19,627
19,831
20,432
20,481
20,483

Mean
11.770
0.180
0.029
6.613
11,072
0.138
0.086
21.46
0.052
1.690
0.353
0.033
0.170

Median
12.000
0.000
0.000
5.779
2,548
0.134
0.049
19.000
–0.006
1.428
0.315
0.010
0.127

Std. Dev.
3.664
0.384
0.110
4.028
35,662
0.076
0.102
12.976
0.474
0.875
0.213
0.064
0.147

4,772

0.90%

0.60%

6.6%
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Table 3
Credit Rating Levels and Acquisitions
This table presents the effect of credit rating levels on acquisitions announced over the period 1990-2012 for all U.S. publicly listed firms with
available credit ratings over the period 1989-2011. Panel A presents marginal effects of probit specifications and Panel B unconditional marginal
effects of tobit specifications. The dependent variable in the probit models (Panel A) takes the value of 1 if the firm announced at least one acquisition
exceeding 1% of the market value of its equity in year t, and 0 otherwise. The dependent variable in the tobit models (Panel B) is the ratio of the
sum of all acquisitions exceeding 1% of market equity announced by a firm in year t, divided by total assets at the end of year t–1. The explanatory
variables are lagged by one year with respect to the dependent variable. Variable definitions are in Appendix A. All models include year and
industry fixed effects, whose coefficients are suppressed and are based on calendar year and Fama-French 48 industry classification dummies,
respectively. CR stands for credit rating level. The z-statistics reported in parentheses are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and acquirer clustering.
*** **
, and * denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
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Table 3 (continued)
Panel A. Probit Models
CR

(1)
0.0017
(1.53)

CR2

(2)
0.0440***
(7.06)
-0.0017***
(-6.76)

(3)
0.0377***
(5.45)
-0.0013***
(-4.89)

(4)
0.0328***
(4.77)
-0.0013***
(-4.94)

(5)
0.0265***
(4.17)
-0.0011***
(-4.44)

0.0113***
(8.15)
-0.0186***
(-4.50)
0.0513
(0.92)
0.0371
(0.90)
0.0003
(0.66)
0.0329***
(5.24)
-0.0187***
(-3.53)
0.0075
(0.33)
0.5721***
(12.03)
-0.0017
(-0.06)
Yes
Yes
0.054
19,091

0.1528***
(15.15)
0.0114***
(8.77)
-0.0180***
(-4.82)
0.1234**
(2.31)
0.0453
(1.13)
0.0004
(1.14)
0.0206***
(3.09)
-0.0209***
(-4.13)
0.0094
(0.44)
0.5289***
(10.87)
-0.0147
(-0.57)
Yes
Yes
0.079
17,025

BB+<=CR<=BBBAcquisition likelihoodt-1
Distance-to-default
Ln (Size)
Profitability
Cash holdings
Age
Excess stock return
Market-to-book
Leverage
M&A liquidity
Herfindahl index
Year dummies
Ind. dummies
Pseudo R²
Observations

Yes
Yes
0.031
20,488

Yes
Yes
0.035
20,488

-0.0213***
(-5.19)
0.0828
(1.51)
0.0158
(0.39)
0.0005
(1.37)
0.0322***
(5.25)
-0.0074
(-1.48)
-0.0434**
(-2.00)
0.5662***
(11.97)
0.0071
(0.24)
Yes
Yes
0.049
19,424
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(6)
0.0270***
(4.07)
-0.0011***
(-4.30)
-0.0023
(-0.25)
0.1528***
(15.15)
0.0114***
(8.76)
-0.0179***
(-4.79)
0.1235**
(2.31)
0.0453
(1.13)
0.0004
(1.14)
0.0206***
(3.08)
-0.0209***
(-4.13)
0.0091
(0.43)
0.5287***
(10.87)
-0.0144
(-0.56)
Yes
Yes
0.079
17,025

Table 3 (continued)
Panel B. Tobit Models

CR

(1)
0.0000
(0.08)

CR2

(2)
0.0094***
(6.63)
-0.0004***
(-6.59)

(3)
0.0085***
(5.33)
-0.0003***
(-4.83)

(4)
0.0075***
(4.71)
-0.0003***
(-4.85)

(5)
0.0071***
(4.37)
-0.0003***
(-4.50)

0.0022***
(7.12)
-0.0057***
(-6.17)
0.0156
(1.14)
0.0147
(1.60)
0.0000
(0.33)
0.0078***
(5.09)
-0.0016
(-1.20)
-0.0002
(-0.05)
0.1560***
(12.73)
-0.0038
(-0.60)
Yes
Yes
0.081
19,092

0.0320***
(5.10)
0.0024***
(7.58)
-0.0059***
(-6.29)
0.0244*
(1.70)
0.0090
(0.91)
0.0001
(0.69)
0.0046***
(2.92)
-0.0024*
(-1.76)
0.0016
(0.30)
0.1530***
(11.76)
-0.0052
(-0.81)
Yes
Yes
0.084
17,007

BB+<=CR<=BBBAcquisition Intensity t-1
Distance-to-default
Ln (Size)
Profitability
Cash holdings
Age
Excess stock return
Market-to-book
Leverage
M&A liquidity
Herfindahl index
Year dummies
Ind. dummies
Pseudo R²
Observations

Yes
Yes
0.041
20,488

Yes
Yes
0.046
20,488

-0.0063***
(-6.86)
0.0212
(1.57)
0.0105
(1.14)
0.0001
(0.98)
0.0076***
(5.10)
0.0005
(0.42)
-0.0108**
(-2.14)
0.1544***
(12.70)
-0.0022
(-0.34)
Yes
Yes
0.075
19,425
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(6)
0.0069***
(4.16)
-0.0003***
(-4.23)
0.0007
(0.28)
0.0320***
(5.10)
0.0024***
(7.58)
-0.0060***
(-6.29)
0.0243*
(1.70)
0.0090
(0.91)
0.0001
(0.70)
0.0046***
(2.92)
-0.0024*
(-1.76)
0.0017
(0.31)
0.1530***
(11.76)
-0.0052
(-0.82)
Yes
Yes
0.084
17,007

Table 4
Credit Rating Levels and Cash versus Stock Acquisitions
This table presents the effect of credit rating levels on cash and stock acquisitions announced over the period
1990-2012 for all U.S. listed firms with available credit ratings over the period 1989-2011. In the probit
models (Panel A), the dependent variable takes the value of 1 if the firm announced at least one cash (stock)
financed acquisition in year t exceeding 1% of the market value of its equity, and 0 otherwise. The
dependent variable in the tobit models (Panel B) is the deal value of cash (stock) acquisitions exceeding
1% of market equity announced by a firm in year t, divided by total assets at the end of year t–1. A
transaction is classified as a cash (stock) transaction if at least 50% of the payment is in cash (stock). Panel
A presents marginal effects of probit specifications and Panel B unconditional marginal effects of tobit
specifications. Variable definitions are in Appendix A. The control variables are the same as in model (6)
of Panels A and B of Table 3. The z-statistics reported in parentheses are adjusted for heteroskedasticity
and acquirer clustering. ***, ** and * denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels,
respectively.
Panel A. Probit Models

CR
CR2
BB+<=CR<=BBBControl variables
Year dummies
Ind. dummies
Pseudo R²
Observations

(1)
Cash
0.0201***
(3.55)
-0.0009***
(-3.92)
-0.0176**
(-2.52)

(2)
Stock
0.0002
(0.06)
-0.0001
(-0.62)
-0.0010
(-0.21)

Yes
Yes
Yes
0.088
14,137

Yes
Yes
Yes
0.140
12,395

(1)
Cash
0.00341***
(3.70)
-0.00014***
(-4.04)
-0.00251**
(-2.03)

(2)
Stock
0.00015
(0.23)
-0.00002
(-0.75)
0.00012
(0.10)

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
0.148

Panel B. Tobit Models

CR
CR2
BB+<=CR<=BBBControl Variables
Year dummies
Ind. dummies
Pseudo R²
Observations

0.104
14,137
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12,502

Table 5
Credit Rating Levels and Acquisitions: Augmented Models
This table presents the effect of credit rating levels on acquisitions announced over the period 1990-2012
for all U.S. listed firms with available credit ratings over the period 1989-2011. Panel A presents marginal
effects of probit specifications and Panel B unconditional marginal effects of tobit specifications. In column
(1) of Panels A and B, ρ refers to the proportion of total variance contributed by the panel-level variance
component and compares the pooled estimators with the panel estimators. Variable definitions are in
Appendix A. Predicted CR stands for the predicted credit rating level based on the regression model
reported in Appendix B. The z-statistics reported in parentheses are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and
acquirer clustering. ***, ** and * denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
Panel A. Probit Models
CR
CR2

(1)
0.0286***
(4.09)
-0.0011***
(-3.85)

(2)
0.0176**
(2.09)
-0.0008**
(-2.27)
0.0181*
(1.92)
-0.0006
(-1.39)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.1910***
0.096
17,025

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
0.079
15,982

(1)
0.0077***
(4.45)
-0.0003***
(-3.97)

(2)
0.0044**
(2.13)
-0.0002**
(-2.18)
0.0051**
(2.15)
-0.0002
(-1.62)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.2097***
0.117
17,007

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
0.084
15,966

Predicted CR
Predicted CR2

Control variables
Year dummies
Ind. Dummies
Firm random effects
ρ(rho)
Pseudo R²
Observations
Panel B. Tobit Models
CR
CR2
Predicted CR
Predicted CR2

Control Variables
Year dummies
Ind. Dummies
Firm random effects
ρ(rho)
Pseudo R²
Observations
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Table 6
Prior Credit Rating Changes and Acquisitiveness
This table reports the effect of past rating actions on acquisition likelihood and intensity. In the probit
models (Panel A), the dependent variable takes the value of 1 if the firm announced at least one acquisition
in year t exceeding 1% of the market value of its equity, and 0 otherwise. The dependent variable in the
tobit models (Panel B) is the sum of all acquisitions exceeding 1% of market equity announced by a firm
in year t, divided by total assets at the end of year t–1. The reported estimates are marginal effects for
probit and unconditional marginal effects for tobit models. Column (1) is based on the full sample, and
columns (2) and (3) focus on subsamples based on credit rating levels as reported in the heading of the
corresponding column. The explanatory variables are lagged by one year with respect to the dependent
variable. Variable definitions are in Appendix A. All specifications include all control variables (as in
column (5) of Table 3) and year and industry fixed effects, whose coefficients are suppressed and are based
on calendar year and Fama-French 48 industry classification dummies, respectively. CR stands for credit
rating level. The z-statistics reported in parentheses are adjusted for 77heteroskedasticity and acqui7rer
clustering. ***, ** and * denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
Panel A: Probit Models

CR
CR2
Lagged upgrade
Lagged downgrade
Control variables
Year dummies
Ind. dummies
Pseudo R²
Observations

(1)
All
0.0234***
(3.66)
-0.0010***
(-4.05)
0.0076
(0.81)
-0.0651***
(-7.87)

(2)
Non-investment grade
0.0078**
(2.04)

(3)
Investment grade
-0.0072**
(-2.29)

0.0005
(0.04)
-0.0548***
(-4.46)

0.0174
(1.19)
-0.0692***
(-6.19)

Yes
Yes
Yes
0.082
17,025

Yes
Yes
Yes
0.094
7,771

Yes
Yes
Yes
0.091
9,239

Panel B. Tobit Models

CR
CR2
Lagged upgrade
Lagged downgrade
Control variables
Year dummies
Ind. dummies
Pseudo R²
Observations

(1)
All
0.0063***
(3.87)
-0.0003***
(-4.10)
0.0020
(0.92)
-0.0175***
(-7.07)

(2)
Non-investment grade
0.0027***
(2.65)

(3)
Investment grade
-0.0015**
(-2.05)

0.0002
(0.07)
-0.0160***
(-4.19)

0.0041
(1.39)
-0.0166***
(-5.37)

Yes
Yes
Yes
0.088
17,007

Yes
Yes
Yes
0.102
7,778

Yes
Yes
Yes
0.109
9,229
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Table 7
The Effect of Credit Ratings on Acquirer CARs
This table presents the estimates of OLS regressions of acquirer 5-day cumulative abnormal returns (CARs)
around the acquisition announcement on credit rating levels and control variables. The dependent variable is
expressed as a percentage. In columns (1) through (3) the sample includes only the first transaction in a given
year, while in columns (4) through (6) the sample includes all transactions. Variable definitions are in Appendix
A. All models include year and industry fixed effects, whose coefficients are suppressed and are based on calendar
year and Fama-French 48 industry classification dummies, respectively. The t-statistics reported in parentheses
are adjusted for heteroskedasticity. CR stands for credit rating level. ***, ** and * denote statistical significance at
the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

CR
CR2
BB+<=CR<=BBBLn (Size)
Relative size
Horizontal
Public
Cash
Cross border
Tender
Hostile
Year dummies
Industry dummies
Adjusted R²
Observations

First Transaction in a Year
(1)
(2)
(3)
***
***
-0.163
-0.760
-0.686***
(-3.19)
(-3.05)
(-2.66)
0.024***
0.021**
(2.59)
(2.15)
-0.294
(-0.90)
-0.066
-0.065
-0.056
(-0.53)
(-0.53)
(-0.45)
2.298***
2.278***
2.283***
(4.88)
(4.87)
(4.88)
0.052
0.040
0.040
(0.22)
(0.16)
(0.16)
-3.148***
-3.161***
-3.159***
(-8.38)
(-8.43)
(-8.42)
0.369
0.378
0.372
(1.55)
(1.59)
(1.56)
0.224
0.220
0.224
(0.77)
(0.76)
(0.77)
1.765***
1.779***
1.765***
(3.27)
(3.30)
(3.27)
0.154
0.117
0.126
(0.16)
(0.12)
(0.13)
Yes
Yes
0.059
3,370

Yes
Yes
0.060
3,370

Yes
Yes
0.060
3,370
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All Transactions
(5)
(6)
**
-0.473
-0.492**
(-2.22)
(-2.22)
0.014*
0.015*
(1.75)
(1.75)
0.076
(0.28)
-0.053
-0.053
-0.056
(-0.51)
(-0.51)
(-0.53)
2.145***
2.136***
2.135***
(5.06)
(5.06)
(5.05)
0.142
0.137
0.138
(0.70)
(0.67)
(0.68)
-3.245***
-3.251***
-3.251***
(-10.40)
(-10.42)
(-10.42)
0.374*
0.380*
0.381*
(1.90)
(1.93)
(1.94)
0.249
0.255
0.255
(1.03)
(1.06)
(1.06)
1.660***
1.666***
1.668***
(3.82)
(3.84)
(3.84)
0.241
0.203
0.198
(0.29)
(0.24)
(0.24)
(4)
-0.127***
(-3.01)

Yes
Yes
0.058
4,772

Yes
Yes
0.058
4,772

Yes
Yes
0.058
4,772

Table 8
Downgrades by Rating Category
Panel A reports the proportion of downgrades by rating category for acquiring and non-acquiring firms.
Panel B reports the proportion of downgrades by rating category and form of payment. Acquiring firms
refers to the sample of firms that made at least one acquisition in year t, and other firms is the sample of
non-acquiring firms. N refers to the number of firms in the corresponding sample. A downgrade is defined
as a decline in rating over a two-year period. For acquiring firms, the downgrade is measured over the
period t-1 to t+1, where t is the year of the acquisition. Difference p-value in Panel A is the p-value of a ttest of the difference in proportions between the acquiring and non-acquiring firms. In Panel B, the p-value
refers to a t-test of differences in proportions between various subsamples in the likelihood of being
downgraded.
Panel A. Downgrades by Rating
Credit Rating
Category
AAA
AA
A
BBB
BB
B
Below BInv. grade
Non inv. grade
All

All Firms
16.35%
24.29%
23.78%
21.19%
21.79%
17.33%
12.29%
22.26%
19.76%
21.12%

Acquiring
Firms
25.71%
33.11%
27.98%
19.50%
16.67%
13.03%
0.00%
23.98%
15.19%
20.01%

N
Acquiring
35
148
722
959
978
545
17
1,864
1,540
3,404
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Other
Firms
15.19%
22.67%
22.68%
21.59%
23.12%
18.21%
13.24%
21.85%
20.82%
21.38%

N Other
283
803
2,764
4,071
3,754
2,669
219
7,921
6,642
14,563

Difference
p-value
0.11
0.01
0.00
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.11
0.05
0.00
0.08

Table 8 (continued)
Panel B. Downgrades by Rating and Method of Payment Associated with the Acquisitions
Credit Rating
Category

Cash
Acquiring
Firms

N Cash
Acquiring

Stock
Acquiring
Firms

AAA
AA
A
BBB
BB
B
Below BInv. grade
Non inv. grade
All

33.33%
43.75%
28.07%
18.38%
18.26%
11.51%
0.00%
24.12%
15.70%
20.36%

18
64
374
506
493
278
6
962
777
1,739

0.00%
9.68%
28.24%
16.55%
15.38%
14.71%
0.00%
20.32%
14.75%
17.69%

N Stock
Acquiring

9
31
131
139
169
102
7
310
278
588
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Other
Firms

N Other

15.19%
22.67%
22.68%
21.59%
23.12%
18.21%
13.24%
21.85%
20.82%
21.38%

283
803
2,764
4,071
3,754
2,669
219
7,921
6,642
14,563

p-value
difference
Cash Stock
0.05
0.00
0.97
0.62
0.40
0.40
n/a
0.17
0.71
0.16

p-value
difference
Cash other
0.04
0.00
0.02
0.10
0.02
0.01
0.34
0.11
0.00
0.32

p-value
difference
Stock other
0.21
0.09
0.14
0.15
0.02
0.37
0.30
0.52
0.01
0.03

